Absfrocl-The benefiis of multiple-antenna systems hi a wire-IPSS network are threefold -increase data mte, improve reliability against channel fadmg, and perform interference management. AU these benefits can be realized simultaneously; however, there is a limit. This limit depends on physical parameters, including the size of the wireless device, scattering characteristics of lhe channel and the operating frequency. In this paper, we will propse an indoor channel model that raptures this set of physical parameters and the physical distribution of nearby users. Based on this model, we wiU show how the impact of the physical environment can be abstracted in a hi& level study of the performance tradeoff of multiple-antenna systems in a wireless network.
I. INTRODUCTION In a wireless channel, transmitted data is first radiated from the transmitting antenna into free space and carried by propagation waves. The course of the waves will then be affected by the objects in the channel. Eventually, a fraction of the waves that orients towards the receiver, is intercepted by the receiving antenna. The description is simple but it does bring out two important quantities capturing the promise of a multiple-antenna channel. First, the amount of possible propagation paths from the transmitter to the receiver created by the channel objects. Second, how many of these paths can be resolved by the transmitting andreceiving antenna arrays. We term the former quantity as the extent of channelscattering, 5 l and the latter as the resolvabilig of anrennaurmy, L. In this paper, we will first quantify them and then derive the multiplexing limit of a multipleantenna channel in terms of these two quantities. Our result is analogous to the WT degrees of freedom in the classic Shannon's AWGN channel. Thus, for a multiple-antenna channel with transmission bandwidth of W , transmission time of T , antenna resolvability of L and channel scattering intensity of n, there is asymptotically WTLR degrees of freedom.
The expression reflects a separation of the impact of antenna and channelcharacteristics on the performancelimits. This separation is especially crucial for designing a multiple-antenna system. As now the controllable quantities, like the number of antennae and their configurations, are separated from the uncontrollable quantity, the channel itself. This would allow system designer to better understand and optimize the system performance.
AU these are built upon a proposed change of coordinates to the beam-angle coordinate system which is used in antenna theory to study the directional properties of radiating :,ystems. We have adapted it to model the multiple-antenna channel. In this coordinate system, we can separate the influence of the channel and the transmit-receive antenna system. In addition, since the proposed coordinate system captures the directional properties of both transmitting and receiving signals, the physical distribution of other Users in the channel will become more apparent. Hence, this proposed coordinate system facilitates the study of the performance limits of multiple-antenna channels in a networked environment.
In the next section, we will present the proposed channel model, and contrast it with the popular channel models in the literature. Based on this model, we will derive the multiplexing limits for various propagation scenarios in Section UI. From which, we will elucidate the impact of channel and transmit-receive antenna systems on the performance limits of a multiple-antenna channel. To justify the multiplexing limits derived, in Section IV, we will apply the proposed model to evaluate different antenna array configurations and determine the optiium number of antenna elements for a given size of wireless device in a given channel. In Section V, we will apply the multiplexing limit results to investigate the benefit of using higher operating frequencies. The computation involved is straightforward but it does give good intuition on which frequency band is more optimum for a given channel. To end this paper, we will show haw the proposed approach extends to a network of multiple-antenna systems in Section VI. Finally, a summary of this paper is included in Section VII
CHANNEL MODEL
As mentioned, the promise of a multiple-antenna channel hinges on signal radiation from the antenna system and wave propagation in the channel. To understand the full scope of this relationship, a channel model that abstracts these underlying electrodynamic mechanisms is desired. Existing models are inadequate in this aspect. Currently, there are two widely used approaches. Both of which assume a given number of transmit and receive antennae. The first model focuses on modeling the channel gains by the statistics and the correlation among transmit-receive antenna pairs. This model is analytically tractable, and hence, is used intensively in capacity analysis [I] and in the design of space-time codes 121, 131. However, it fails to capture the scattering characteristics of the channe1 and the physical distribution of nearby users. The second model, on the other hand, has a more accurate descriptions of the propagation environment as it models the channel gain on each propagation path which is characterized by its angle of depamxe and angle of arrival. However, it fails to capture the clustering phenomenon of the paths and the resolvability of the transmit-receive antenna system.
To cope up with these inadequacies. we propose a channel model that accounts for the underlying mechanisms for radiation and propagation separately. Their ultimate connection is through the use of a common coordinate system -hem-angle coordinates.
A. Radiation Abstraction
Basically, any lime-varying current will radiate elecmmagnetic waves. The role of an antenna system is to accomplish the job in a controlled and efficient manner. By viuying the signals on the antenna system, the strength of the radiated electromagnetic waves propagating in various directions will be changed accordingly. Dating hack to 1949, Booker and Clemmow 141 pointed out that the field at all points in front of a one-dimensional antenna system (apenure) of any excitation distribution (aperture distribution) can he regarded as arising from an aggregate of plane waves traveling in various duecdons. The amplitude and phase of the waves, as a function of their direction of propagation, constitutes an angubr spectrum.
When it is appropriately expressed, it is the Fourier transform of the aperture distribution without any approximation. The field at a point distant away is simply the linear combination of these plane waves. If the distance is sufficiently large, then only the plane waves with direction of propagation pointing towards that observation point survive. This concept of angular spectrum and aperture distribution is widely applied in the area of antenna synthesis. In this paper, we are applying it to model the radiation mechanism in a multiple-antenna channel.
An aperture, in our definition, is any radiating surface on which one can put as many antenna elements as desired. This is in contrast to the conventional multiple-antenna channel model where the number of antenna elements is given. The aperture distribution abstracts the transmitted information across the aperture and is normalized to the wavelength. Consider a linear aperture oriented along the z-axis and wave propagating on the y-z plane (that is, Q = go".) Suppose z(z) is the aperture distribution. Then, from Maxwell's equations, the electric field at a distance r and an elevation direction of # away from the source, is approximated by where L is the length of the apenure normalized to wavelength.
The approximation is due to the far-field assumption. The first two factors in the expression depend on the electromagnetic properties of the channel, path loss and phase delay. The third factor which gives the angular spectrum, abstracts the transmitted data radiated in the 9-direction. Define a = cos8 and denote the angular s p e c " by s(a). Then, we have the following relationship, where t denotes the Hermitian operation. Furthennore, we call the a-coordinate the hean-angle coordinate.
B. Pmpagation Abstraction
To abstract the propagation mechanism, two observations from recent indoor wireless channel measurements are noteworthy. First, received signals are not only clustered along the time axis [SI, hut also in the directions of departure and anival as well (61, [71, [8] . It occurs in a wide range of frequencies and bandwidth. Second, the path loss exponent varies only from 2 up to 6 191. Typical value is between 2 and 4. This implies that signals are mostly bouncing once and up to twice by the channel objects before reaching the receiver.
The clustering phenomenon is the result of scattering from channel objects of various dimension, roughness and electromagnetic properties along the propagation path connecting the uansmitter and the receiver. Broadly speaking, there are two major cases to differentiate. First, when the scattering object is large and smooth, the response is specular in nature. Example is the hack-wall reflection. In brevity, the angles of incidence and reflection are equal and coplanar. Let 01 and fl be the reflected and incident directions. Note that a and fl a x the cosine of the elevation angles. Then the response is given by
where ,ys(.) is the characteristic function for the subspace S. aa depends on fl and conforms to the Snell's law of reflection. RR and QT are the solid angle subtended by the scattering object from the transmitting point and the observation point respectively. All these parameters depend on the scattering object's geometry, electromagnetic properties and its distance from the transmining and observation points.
The second case is when the scattering object is small relative to the wavelen,&, it acts like a secondary source and functions like a passise relay. It absorbs energy from the incident wave and re-radiates it to all the directions. Thus, the response is diffused and stochastic in nature. Examples are scattering from furniture, diffraction from door-way openings q d transmission through soft partitions. Due to its role as a second radiator, we model the diffuse response as a random processes with zero mean,
Mu, B)xn, (a)xn, (0) (5)
where h(a, B) is a zero-mean, two-dimensional random processes. Similarly, Q R and RT are the solid angle subtended by the scattering object from the transmitting point and the ohservation point respectively.
As a result, the response of any channel object is modeled as a superposition of specular and diffuse responses. For example, scattering from a large hut rough surface, will have a specular component as if the surface is flat and smooth, and a diffuse component depending on the roughness and orientation of the surface.
To fully model the propagation mechanism, we have to consider the bouncing frequency of the propagation path connecting the transmitter and the receiver. If all the propagation paths bounce only once, then the overall response will be M L (~, P ) xn,,(a)Xn,,(P)
The trans@ting directions will have a strong coupling with the receiving directions. However, channel measurements reveal the possibility of bouncing twice or more. Io this case, each scattering point in the second scattering object can be treated as an observation point for the first scattering object. Likewise, it absorbs energy scattered f" the first scattering object and then reradiates it. Consequently, the overall channel response shows a weaker coupling between the transmitting and receiving directions. Mathematically, the overall response can be expressed as m = l I%,,,} is the set of solid angle subtended hy the scattering objects being illuminated by the transmitting antenna system and MT is its cardinality. Similarly, { Q R~} is the set of solid angle subtended by the scattering objects as observed from the renumber of antenna elements on the antenna system. Furthermore, it does not use the correlation among antenna elements to reflect the channel condition. Instead, the set of non-zero angular spectra, QR"'S and Rm's and the coupling between them designate the channel condition. This would allow us to study the effect of antenna system and propagation channel on the performance limits separately.
MULTIPLEXING LiMlTS
In this section, we will consider three different propagation scenarios -line-of-sight, specular single-bounce and diffuse multi-bounce. In all the scenarios, we assert that the sets of nonzero solid angles are known. AS we believe that these intervals are changing much slower than the channel fading effect. The main results are summarized in Theorem 1. 
A. Main Results

tio. Define f l~
given by n=lm=l where the kemel of H,, is hnm(a,P) for all n and m.
C. Complete Model
By the Lorentz reciprocity theorem for antennae. the reception mechanism can be modeled l i e the radiation mechanism. Solving for GDU is difficult. Instead, we find a pair of upper and lower bounds for CDU. Then, we show that the bounds are asymptotically the same.
B. Interpretations
IC2 is the total width of the angular intervals subtended by the channel objects. It signifies the extent of channel scattering. We called this quantity the channel angular width. For simplicity, we will use to denote the set itself and its measure interchangeably. In the line-of-sight channel, the capacity shown in Equation 11 is essentially the Friis transmission formula of standard antenna theury. It relates the received and transmitted power in terms of the sizes of the transmitting and receiving antennas and their separation. Due to the limited resources from the channel, increasing the size of the antenna systems only gives a power gain without any multiplexing benefit. In the specular channel, on the other hand, the scattering nature of the channel gives additional connectivities between the transmitter and the receiver. The larger the size of the antenna system, the better is its directivity and hence the more of these connections can be resolved. Therefore, the capacity in Equation 12 grows linearly with LQ. R reflects the extent of channel scattering and L reflects the resolvability of the antenna system. However, in the specular channel, since there is no angular spreading, the transmined power needs to be scaled with LR. In contrast, the diffuse channel has angular spreading so the transmitted power needs not to be scaled with LR in order to get the linear growth in capacity as shown in Equation 14.
IV. OPTIMUM ANTENNA ARRAY CONFIGURATION
The multiplexing limit derived in the last section is in an asymptotic sense. That is, it gives the optimum number of antenna elements for a large system in a given channel. In this section, we will apply the proposed channel model to investigate the optimum number of antenna elements for a practical system in two different types of channel.
First, we will consider a fully-scattered channel in which R equals to 2. That is, there are channel objects all around the transmitter and the receiver. This is equivalent to the conventional IID Rayleigh fading model with antenna separation of half-wavelength. Figure 1 shows the channel capacity versus the number of antenna elements for both diffuse and specular channels at different Si'ii. The aperture length considered is 4 wavelengths, that is, L is equal to 4. Thus, LO is equal to 8 which is also the number of antenna elements presumed in the conventional fading model. From the graph, we find out that at high S N R , it is possible to obtain more capacity by having more than 8 antenna elements. This is because the small eigenvalues of the composite operator P~Q L P~ that are once negligible, will contribute to the usable transmission modes at high SNR.
Second, we will consider a more realistic channel with parameters inferred from indoor channel measurements 161. In this channel, there are 3 disjoint angular intervals, each of width 20". That is, Af is equal to 3 and LQ is close to 3 as well. Figure 2 shows the capacity versus thanumber of antenna elements. As compared to the fully-scattered channel, the capacities are almost halved. Half-wavelength antenna separation is too conservative in most scenarios. On the other hand, an LR number of antenna elements is too pessimistic at high SNR. This is because the disjoinmess in the angular intervals results in more spreading in the point spectrum of the composite operator P~Q L P~. Consequently, there are substantial transmission modes that are once insignificant, become usable at high SNR.
V. OPTIMUM OPERATING FREQUENCY
The channel model proposed in Section n emphasizes ou the separation of channel and antenna array characteristics. This separation allows the multiplexing limits derived in Section III to reflect the impact of channel and antenna m y individually on performance limits. This separation on performance Limits, in turn, allows the performance evaluation of a multipleantenna channel in different frequency bands for a given scenario. In this section, we will demonstrate this evaluation scheme.
The channel characterization reported in 161 shows a decrease in both the number of angular intervals, M and the an- Number of antenna elements
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Number of antenna elements YS. channel capacity lo: a measured gular width of each interval, /Cl, I with increasing operating frequency. The decrease in the number of angular intervals can be due to the fact that electromagnetic waves of higher frequency anenuate more after passing through or bouncing off the channel objects. The decrease in the angular interval is because at high frequency, the wavelength is small relative to the feature sue of typical channel objects, so scattering appears IO be more specular in nature and results in less angle spreading. After all, the channel angular width, Cl which is the product of the number of angular intervals and the width of each interval, decreases with increasing frequency. However, at the same time, the apermre length normalized to wavelength, L incr<:ases with frequency. As a result, the multiplexing limit LR varies with the operating frequency. Figure 3 shows the multiplexing limits versus operating frequency in an office and a townhouse environment. The channel angular width used is exwrted from [61. The graphs show that the multiplexing limit first. increases with frequency and after passing an optimum frequ,:ncy, then decreases. Moreover, the optimum frequencies for these particular channels are between 5 to 6 GHz. This variation in multiplexing limit counteracts the common belief that in moving to a higher operating frequency, one benefits from packing more antenna elements on a wireless device.
VI. NETWORK ABSTRACTION
In modeling the wave propagation mechanism detailed in Section n-B, the channel response relates the transmit directions to the receive directions. The response is non-zero at transmit beam-angle and receive heam-angle U, whenever there is a channel object providing connectivity between these angles. In a network environment, nearby users can be viewed as another type of channel object affecting this connectivity. If the nearby user is cooperative, then it can he modeled as a relay similar to the diffused channel object. If it is non-cooperative, then it will reduce the signal-to-noise ratio in that panicularpair of transmit and receive angles. As a result, depending on the incentive of the nearhy users, we can abstract them following the approach demonstrated in Section 11-B and cany the same analysis. VII. SUMMARY In this paper, we propose a physical multiple-antenna channel model. Based on this model, we show that channel capacity grows linearly with a factor depending on the size of the antenna array entirely and another factor on the extent of channel scattering solely. This separation of antenna array and channel characteristics allow system designer to better understand and optimize system performance, for example, in choosing the number of antenna elements and the operating frequency band. Finally, we show how the proposed approach extends to a network of multiple-antenna systems.
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